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Training Session 5: Combined Movements Of The 2 Forwards

2. Build-up Play and Combined Movements of the
2 Forwards in a Functional Practice

Practice Description

y In this example, the forward closest to the

ball (F2) makes a movement to drag his
marker away from the centre. The left central
midfielder (LCM) plays a diagonal pass into
the space created.

y Using 3/4 of a full pitch, mark out 3 zones as

shown. In Zone 1, there is a 6v4 situation, in
Zone 2 there is a 4v3 situation and in Zone 3,
there is a GK defending the goal.

y The practice starts with the blue team in

Zone 1. They must complete 4-6 passes
before 1 player (LCM in diagram example) is
allowed to dribble the ball into Zone 2.

y From there, the blues attack in a 5v3

situation and the 3 red defenders are not
allowed to move beyond the Zone 2 line.

y The aim for the blues is to use a "Combined

Movement" from the 2 forwards to get in
behind and score.
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y F1 receives in behind and tries to score past

the GK.

y The practice restarts from Zone 1 with a blue

defender.

NOTE: Please see the analysis on pages 21 to 28
for different tactical situations and solutions for
the "Combined Movements" of the 2 forwards.
You can then implement these into the patterns
for this unopposed practice.
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